
How to View Today’s Tracking 
 

What is it? A way to view the full log of tracking history for the current day using the 

online tracking portal.  

 

How does it help? It gives you the ability to see the bigger picture regarding your 

employees’ driving habits, instead of only seeing the current location. 

 

While viewing tracking history might be considered a very easy and basic function of the 

tracking website to some, we know that there are several ways to accomplish this task, and 

we want to show you the easiest and most efficient. On a busy work day, every second 

counts. Why waste time searching for the data you need?  

 
1. Log into your tracking site. In the top middle of the screen, click on the button that 

says “Track History”. 

 
 

 

2. On the left side of the screen, please find the “Vehicles” list. Click on the name of the 

vehicle you want to view. This will highlight the name in red and automatically load 

the full day’s tracking on the map. 

 
 

3. If you want to see each individual report the device has sent in with the street 

address information, please look at the top right corner of the map and find the 

button that says “Earth”. Do not click on it. Instead, look directly above the “Earth” 

button and find the small grey circle with a down arrow inside it. 

  
 



4. Click the small grey circle (see red circle above). This will pull down a table with each 

individual report the device has sent in. You can click the small grey circle a second 

time to hide the table. 

5. To view the individual reports, find the grey tab that says “Updates” and click on it. 

 
 

Pro Tip: There are several other grey tabs with incredibly useful information. This article 

only focuses on the full list of tracking updates, but explore the other tabs. You might find 

information you didn’t realize you needed! 

 

Wondering whether the tracking site contains a specific piece of information? Don’t hesitate 

to contact us at +1.512.257.7300. One of our representatives will be glad to point you in 

the right direction. 

 


